"Our nestle some task is to discover how to organize our strength into compelling power so that the administration cannot elude our demands... it would be the height of naivete to wait passively until the administration had somehow been infused with such blessings that it implored us for our programs. The first course is grounded in mature realism; the other is childish fantasy."

- Stop evictions/displacement of minorities, women, elderly & the poor.
- Better recruitment of, retention of & support offices for minority students, Black Studies program.
- Stop stalling on divestment and implement S. African education programs.
- Stop discrimination in the workplace.

The Coalition for a Free Southern Africa, the Black Students' Organization, Columbia University Students in Solidarity with Nicaragua, District 65 United Auto Workers, the Graduate Students Organization, and the Morningside Tenants Federation will bring you a.

Shantytown at Columbia: Building structures for a non-racial society in South Africa, in our communities & at Columbia.